Abstract. This article describes an approach to constructing the defining relationships between increment of true stresses and true deformations, with considering the contact interaction of elastoplastic deformed bodies among each other. Within the framework of finite element method, solving these problems in case of "breaking out" and "shearing" in the clinch joint, the stress fields in the zone of the clinch connection are defined, and recommendations are given for realizing the process of their creation.
Introduction
The article assigned to investigate a contact interaction structure in elastic-plastic condition. Here had brought monographs [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] and articles [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] as classical examples, it should be noted that in all these mentioned works occurs large deformations. In these problems, one of the most apprehensions to build calculation contrivance is the decomposition of total deformations or their velocities into the elastic and plastic components. As the one of the suggested methods is the additive decomposition either the velocity of deformation tensor, or the multiplicative expansion of the strain gradient tensor. However, current work is colourful considerably the problem was solved both for the axisymmetric case and for the three-dimensional state. We called three deformations of elongations and three components of shear deformations, which had shown further as true strain. The units of appropriate areas after had distorted ascribe with the true stresses. The method, which used incompletely provided in these works [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Statement of the problem
We take the components of true deformations as relative elongations of linear elements (summation over i)
and sinuses of the shear angles are
where
and ui -components of displacement vector. True stresses according to V.V. Novozhilov [30] are the components of stress vectors in expansion in orthonormal primary basis vectors in the deformed state of the body σij, which through them can express the generalized (according to V.V. Novozhilov) stresses τi in next equation
We can transform these relations to the form, which had written on the next line
where Si and Si0 respectively are unit of deformed area and unit of the undeformed body (indices 1, 2, 3 are interchanged cyclically), although physical relationships are written in the form between the true stresses and strains [24] . To calculate elastoplastic deformation, the HuberMises plasticity criterion was chosen in the form of
where ϰ -is the scalar hardening parameter, and
it is the intensity of the true stresses, also components of the deviator of the true stress defined as skl. The relationship between increment of the components of tensor of true stress σij and true strain tensor εij at the stage of elastic-plastic deformation is adopted in form of the Prandtl-Reuss equations for hardening the material. For implementation of the contact interaction, the method, which used had presented in [24] . The problem was solved both for the axisymmetric case and for the three-dimensional state.
Analytical model and numerical results

Modling of the calculated area
In this work, we performed a numerical simulation of the mechanical behavior for clinch joints at "breakout" and "shear" modes. The process of creating clinch connection, as well as the task of "breakout" in clinch connection are realized within the framework of the axisymmetric case, in the task of "shearing" the clinch connection based on three-dimensional analytical model. The geometry of the computational area, sketchily shown in Figure 1 . The forming limit curve of steel sheet obtained as result of the experiment and shown in Fig. 2 . The material from which the matrix and the punch are made is considered absolutely rigid. The coefficient of friction between the steel sheets, as well as between the die and punch, is assumed equal αfr=0.1. The calculation carried out, for the case when applied, clamping force P = 9 t. For leading in Figure 1 
The task of creating a clinch connection
The task of creating a clinch-connection was solved in several stages. At the first stage, the clamping condition was reproduced in one-step. At the second stage, the punch was loaded kinematically. The loading is realized in 125 steps, loading step is ΔH = 0.0001 m. At the third stage of loading, the punch and matrix are removed. The punch is removed in 125 steps (its kinematic loading in the opposite direction is carried out), loading step is ΔH = -0.0001 m. At the fourth stage, the tension of the clamp is removed for 1 step. At the last fifth stage, the matrix is removed for 73 steps (from it the kinematic loading along the axis of the clinch joint has carried out), loading step is ΔH = 0.0001 m. The thickness of the neck in this case is t=0.00089 m, and the value of the internal groove is f = 0.00049 m. In figure, 3 illustrated the dependence of the force in duration of its punching progress into the clinch joint made steel sheets. The maximum force in the punch measures up values P = 357 kN. Figures 4 and 5 show, respectively, the intensity of the stress according to Mises and tangential stresses along the cross section of the steel sheets. earlier. The lower sheet of the clinch joint is fixed, the upper sheet pulled out from it (the kinematic loading is applied on at upper surface at the top sheet). The step of kinematic loading is equal to ΔH = 0.0001 m. "Breaking out" duration occurs in 66 steps. Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of the value of the breaking out force in the process of separation of steel sheets from the clinch joint. Maximum pressure effort is Pv = 96 kN. Figures 7  and 8 show, respectively, the intensity of the stress according to Mises and tangential stresses along the cross section of the steel sheets. 
The task of "shearing "in the clinch joint
The task of "shearing "in the clinch joint is solved in a three-dimensional state, also solved with considering the geometry of the clinch connection and the residual stresses on it. The bottom sheet of the clinch joint is fixed, the upper one is shearing (the kinematic loading at outline points of the top sheet is specified). The step of kinematic loading is equal to ΔH = 0.0001 m. The shear in this case happens in 9 steps, after which the computational process diverges. This moment can be considered as disconnecting point on the clinch joint. Figure 5 illustrates the dependence of the amount of shear force during the separation of steel sheets of the clinch joint. Maximum shear force is Ps = 69 kN. Figures  10 and 11 show, respectively, the intensity of the stress according to Mises and tangential stresses along the cross section of the steel sheets. By way of illustration, the stresses are given for the central cross section of the clinch joint (through this cross section passes a line connecting the point of application of shearing force and the clamping point). 
Analysis of results and conclusions
For implement the creation of clinch connections, it is also not necessary to model the entire working part of the matrix: it is sufficient to know the geometry of the boundary of the upper part of the matrix. A special relation should be given for modelling the angular regions. The effect of the step size of kinematic loading on the convergence of the finite-element solution for various stages of the solution in this problem was investigated. It clarified that the value of kinematic loading step directly depends on the degree of sampling in the calculated area at the selected finite-element partition, the step size should not exceed from characteristic size of the height of the final element in the zone of the punch implementing. The further reduction, leads only to increase in the time of solving the problem. The effect of kinematic consolidating on the lower surface of the lower steel plate was investigated. The computational experiment showed that the availability of the kinematic boundary conditions on this part (absence of vertical displacements), provides the clamping force which is applied to the top sheet of the clinch connection, practically does not influence the solution of the problem. The effect of the pressing force amount on top sheet of the clinch joint was studied. It is noted that the clamping force in 3 t, 5 t, 7 t is not sufficient to ensure that the steel sheets do not disperse during the creation of the clinch joint, and by force of 14 t it creates additional stress concentration zones and significantly changes the geometry of the lower steel sheet of the clinch joint.
